ABSTRACT This paper presents an efficient entry guidance law for no-fly zone avoidance, which is based on the recently developed linear pseudospectral model predictive control. First, a simple mapping relation of the position of the no-fly zone between the inertial frame (IF) and the auxiliary geographical frame (AGI) is derived in a geometric manner. Second, a model predictive method is used to judge whether the constraint of the no-fly zone is activated in AGI. Then, additional bank reversal is performed to shape the entry trajectory at the right time so as to avoid the no-fly zone. This method is very easy to be implemented onboard and does not increase the additional computational burden. The nominal and Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to show that the proposed method consistently offers very great, stable, and robust performances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entry vehicles must suffer harsh circumstances during the entry flight phase. Thus the entry guidance system, which is responsible for generating the guidance commands to steer the vehicle to reach the destination safely and precisely, is obviously significant to the entry fight.
Since the success of Apollo Capsule and space shuttle, great progresses have been achieved in the researches on the entry guidance algorithm. It is well known that the Space Shuttle Entry Guidance [1] is the most representative one. The algorithm settles the design framework for all referencetracking algorithms, which mainly consists of two parts. The first part is to plan a drag-acceleration profile to meet the range requirement within a special safe corridor. The second part is to design a tracking guidance law to track the reference profile. By adjusting the magnitude of the bank angle, the drag-acceleration deviation can be eliminated. The sign of the bank angle can be used to control the heading error via a pre-selected threshold corridor. For the purpose of enhancing the performance of the Space Shuttle Entry Guidance, Mease and Kremer improved the algorithm based on the theory of feedback linearization. The results showed that an accurate enough model could compensate the nonlinearity in the dynamics effectively [2] - [4] . Duckman presented an efficient tracking entry guidance law on the foundation of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lubin Chang.
linear quadratic regulator (LQR), which is robust for different disturbance and uncertainties [5] . Other efforts on tracking guidance are listed in [6] - [8] .
Even though the reference-tracking algorithms have made great success, they rely on the reference trajectory generated off-line. Therefore, the accuracy of the method could be affected by large and unexpected trajectory dispersions. In order to get over the defect and enhance the ability of the vehicle to response to greater dispersions, researchers have turned their attention to the predictor-corrector algorithm, which aims at eliminating the predicted model deviations by iteratively determining the control parameters onboard. For entry cases with heating rate constraints, Zimmerman proposed an automated method to plan a feasible entry trajectory onboard [9] . For entry cases with path constraints, Shen and Lu designed a fast algorithm to generate a feasible trajectory onboard based on the quasi-equilibrium glide condition (QEGC) [10] , [11] . However, in current predictor-corrector algorithms the lateral trajectory is controlled by the traditional heading error corridor, which will bring large cross-range error to medium lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio vehicles. Therefore, Shen proposed a lateral guidance logic that arranged the terminal cross-range as the boundary of the corridor [12] . It reduced the cross-range error effectively.
In predictor-corrector algorithms, the gradient information used to update control parameters is obtained by numerical integration or finite difference methods. As a result, the computation time increases exponentially with the increase in guidance parameter. Considering simplicity and robustness of the numerical process, these algorithms usually design one or two control parameters. With fewer control parameters, only a few terminal constraints could be satisfied. Otherwise, these algorithms use conventional corridor to control the heading error. It will not only limit the lateral maneuvering ability of high lift-to-drag ratio vehicles but also cause greater cross-range error and more bank reversals. In addition, more terminal constraints should be considered for better handover. Yu and Chen proposed an efficient entry guidance algorithm based on the trajectory damping control method and analytical solutions [13] , [14] . Yang also designed an entry guidance law using linear pseudospectral model predictive control (LPMPC), which performs well in computational efficiency and robustness in comparison with traditional method [15] - [17] .
Based on the linear pseudospectral model predictive control (LPMPC) [18] , [19] , this paper presents an efficient entry guidance law for no-fly zone avoidance. Firstly, a simple mapping relation of the position of No-fly Zone between the Inertial Frame (IF) and Auxiliary Geographical Frame (AGI) is derived in a geometric manner. Secondly, model predictive method is used to judge whether the constraint of No-fly Zone is activated in AGI. Then, additional bank reversal is performed to shape the entry trajectory so as to avoid the No-fly Zone in an optimal manner. This method remains the advantages of LPMPC such as high computational efficiency and accuracy with fewer discrete points. Therefore, it is very easy to be implemented onboard. And the guidance strategy with no-fly zone is integrated into the process of trajectory prediction, which does not increase additional computational burden. Nominal and Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to show that the proposed method consistently offers very great, stable, and robust performances.
The rest of paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the problem formulation for entry guidance; Section III introduces the entry guidance using linear pseudospectral model predictive control in detail; Section IV develops the proposed entry guidance with no-fly zones avoidance; Section V provides the simulation results to demonstrate the performance of the method. Finally, conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. ENTRY DYNAMICS
For an unpowered reentry vehicle over a spherical, rotating Earth, the 3 DOF point mass dynamics in the North-EastDown frame (NED) is described [20] in (1) .
where, t is the independent variable. r is the radial distance from the vehicle to the center of the Earth. h is the altitude, and the radius of the earth equals to 6378245 m. θ and φ are the longitude and latitude. v is the Earth-relative velocity. γ is the flight-path angle (FPA). ψ is the azimuth angle, which is the clockwise rotating angle from the north direction to the Earth-relative velocity vector at the local horizontal plane. m denotes the mass of the vehicle. g = µ/r 2 is the gravitational acceleration, as µ is the Earth's gravitational constant. σ is the bank angle, at which the aircraft rotates in the direction of speed. ω denotes the self-rotating rate of the Earth, which equals to 7.2921e-5 rad/s. The aerodynamic lift L and drag D are given as
where, ρ = ρ 0 exp (−h/H ) is the local atmospheric density. ρ 0 is the standard atmospheric pressure from the sea-level, which equals to 1.225 kg/m 3 . H is an atmospheric constant, which equals to 7200. S ref denotes the reference area for the vehicle. C l and C d are the lift and drag coefficients respectively, which are functions with respect to the Mach number (Ma) and angle of attack (AOA).
B. ENTRY TRAJECTORY CONSTRAINTS 1) PATH CONSTRAINTS
The typical entry trajectory path constraints including heating rate, dynamical pressure and load factor are represented aṡ
where,Q and q are related to altitude and velocity, n is related to altitude, velocity and AOA. The heating rate limitQ max , the dynamic pressure limit q max and the load factor limit n max are dependent on the vehicle configuration and mission requirements. As those three constraints should be enforced strictly during the entry flight, they are considered to be ''hard'' constraints. Additionally, path constraint on the no-fly zone (NFZ) is presented in this subsection. Generally speaking, NFZ refers to the territory of an unfriendly country or region, the area scanned by an early warning radar or the protected area of other defensive systems, and etc. Entering the zone, the entry vehicle may face threats such as violations of international law. In this paper, the NFZ is considered as a cylinder with infinitely height. Therefore, the NFZ could be described as
where, θ j 0 , φ j 0 is the center of the j th no-fly zone, and R j is the radius. When the distance from the vehicle to the center of the j th NFZ is less than R j , the vehicle is in the NFZ. Otherwise, the vehicle is considered to be secure. During the entry flight, the distance between the vehicle and the center of NFZ should be strictly greater than the radius of the corresponding NFZ. 
2) TERMINAL CONSTRAINTS
In this paper, the entry phase is designed to terminate at some specified distance from the destination, after which the terminal area energy management (TAEM) guidance system begin to work. The terminal constraints are set to hand over successfully, which include the altitude, velocity, flight path angle and bank angle [10] . Additionally, heading error constraint is added as the relative velocity vector is expected to point to the destination.
where, e f is the relative energy at the TAEM interface, which is defined as e = −µ r + v 2 /2. s f is the final distance from the vehicle to the destination. dψ is the heading error angle between the heading angle and the line of sight (LOS) angle.
3) VEHICLE DESCRIPTION AND MODEL ASSUMPTION
In this paper, the high lift CAV-H, which was introduced in Phillips' report [21] , is modeled to evaluate the proposed method. CAV-H is one of the most representative entry vehicles with high lift-to-drag ratio. This vehicle is capable of gliding through the atmosphere only depend on aerodynamic control. Its weight is 907 kg, as the reference area is 0.4839 m 2 . Its maximal lift-to-drag ratio is about 3.5 with an AOA at around 10 deg. Therefore, the range of AOA is extended to [5] , [20] . For the CAV-H, the limiting value is 500 W/cm 2 for heating rate, 100 kpa for dynamical pressure, and 2 g for normal load factor. Additionally, the nominal AOA profile is designed as a piecewise function with respect to relative energy. (6) where, e mid is the relative energy at the last bank reversal point which is pre-selected. In the simulation, α 0 is 10 deg, α f is 7 deg, the velocity is 3500 m/s, and the altitude is 35000 m.
4) AUXILIARY GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL FRAME (AGI)
The dynamics equations of the vehicle will be modeled in the Auxiliary Geocentric Inertial (AGI) Frame discussed in [14] . This frame is fixed in the inertial space and updated once in every guidance cycle. The virtual destination is estimated according to the current condition of the vehicle, terminal velocity and the rotating rate of the earth as
where, λ p , φ p and h p denotes the longitude, latitude and altitude of the virtual destination. S go is the range-to-go along the great circle on the Earth surface, which connects the vehicle and the virtual destination. Considering the great circle as the general equator, the AGI frame is determined. Actually, the AGI frame can be transformed from NED via the LOS angle. The equations of motion in AGI are formulated as follows.
where, λ and χ denote the longitude and latitude in AGI frame. V is the absolute velocity, which is the vector sum of the relative velocity and the velocity induced by the selfrotation of the Earth. ς and ξ are the FPA and azimuth angle with respect to absolute velocity in AGI frame. Define the absolute energy is defined as E = µ/r + V 2 /2. According to the dynamics equations in AGI, its derivative is obtained, which isĖ = −DV . It is noted that the initial longitude and latitude in AGI are zeros.
III. LINEAR PSEUDOSPECTRAL MODEL PREDICTIVE ENTRY GUIDANCE
Although robust entry guidance algorithm using multisegment linear pseudospectral model predictive control is VOLUME 7, 2019 proposed in Ref [15] , a brief summary of the salient steps are included in this section for completeness of the paper. The whole entry flight is divided into three phases: descent phase, glide phase and terminal adjustment phase.
A. DECENT PHASE GUIDANCE
In descent phase, the vehicle is guided from the initial altitude to the altitude where the vehicle is able to glide with the support of the aerodynamic lift. In order to limit the heating rate and reduce the energy consumption of the vehicle, the maximum allowable AOA and 0 deg bank angle are applied in this phase. When the derivative of altitude increases to zero, this phase ends and the glide phase starts.
B. GLIDE PHASE ENTRY GUIDANCE 1) REDUCED-ORDER DYNAMICS IN MODEL PREDICTIVE INTEGRATION
A reduced-order dynamics, which is transferred from the entry dynamics in AGI frame, is easily formulated as
where, E is the absolute energy. F is the total lift-to-drag ratio and obtained off-line using AOA profile. The control variable, U , denotes the longitudinal L/D. k ld is used to estimate the L/D ratio deviation and assumed to be a constant in predictive integration. r is the average of the current and final altitudes in each guidance circle. The absolute energy is approximated by a linear function of the relative energy.
2) PARAMETERIZATION OF CONTROL COMMAND
To eliminate the terminal errors and remain great lateral maneuvering capability, two bank reversals are arranged. Considering the longitudinal L/D is a constant in glide phase and a quadratic function in terminal adjustment phase, the control command is then presented to be a piecewise function, which is determined by bank reversal points, E re1 and E re2 , and scalar control parameter, u.
3) LINEARIZATION OF MULTI-SEGMENT NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
Considering the reduced-order entry dynamics with hard terminal constraints on longitude and latitude, the whole trajectory can be predicted by numeric integration if initial guess of parameter is given. The terminal deviations from the desired states are represented as δx f = x(E f ) − x f . As the entry dynamics is expanded around the integral trajectory in
Taylor series with high-order differentiation, a set of linear dynamics equations which regard the deviations as the independent variables are formulated with the higher order terms neglected.
where,
is a function only dependent on the energy, E, which is resulting from the fact that the L/D in terminal adjustment phase is not a constant. It is formulated as
A is a 3×3 matrix, and B is a 3×1 matrix, whose elements are given in Appendix. A set of linear multi-segment dynamics is finally presented.
4) CORRECTION USING MULTI-SEGMENT LINEAR PSEUDOSPECTRAL MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
In this subsection, the linear pseudospectral model predictive control method is used to solve the linear multi-segment control problem with parameterized control command. The state and control variables are approximated via a basis of Lagrange interpolating polynomials. And the differential dynamics equations are transferred into a set of linear algebraic equations, which has high computational efficiency. Noted that Gauss Pseudospectral method ( [22] , [23] ) has higher discretization precision than Radau Pseudospectral method ( [24] ) and Legendre Pseudospectral method ( [25] - [27] ). Guass Pseudospectral method is selected. Consider that terminal constraints can be calculated by integrating the dynamical equations.
If δu and δE are small enough, the terminal states can be expressed as a sum of linear partial derivative equations. Then, if Gauss Pesudospectral is applied to the multiple systems, the improvements of the longitudinal L/D and bank reversal point used to eliminate the terminal errors can be formulated as
These partial derivatives are analytical expressions as follows
where, I is identity matrix, f i denotes the dynamical equations in the i-th stage, and special matrices,
where, dE i equals
n , ω i j are matrices dependent on the elements of Gauss differential approximation matrix and Gauss Quadrature weight, which are given in detail in [15] . Finally, the improved parameters used to eliminate the terminal errors are iteratively provided as
= E k re1 − δE k ,If the lift-to-drag ratio command, u k+1 , is determined, the bank angle command is obtained as
, where (L/D) IMU is the lift-to-drag ratio measured by the IMU. The update process is repeated until the predicted terminal deviations satisfy the constraints.
5) PATH CONSTRAINTS MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
The path constraints management strategy presented in [28] is applied here. First, the path constrains given in (3) are transferred into the maximum allowable magnitude of bank angle as
where, r min is the minimum altitude which is determined by the constraints at a specified velocity. k L = L/L, as L is the lift measured by accelerometer andL is the normal lift measured by the IMU. dr/dv and (dr/dv)|Q, q, n denote the derivatives of the altitude with respect to velocity, which are derived from the entry kinetics and path constraints respectively. k cst is a positive constant when one of the constraints is not satisfied, and equals zero otherwise. The path constraints can be satisfied by constraining the actual bank angel to the allowable value, σ (v) ≤ σ max (v).
6) TRAJECTORY DAMPING CONTROL SCHEME
Trajectory phugoid oscillation is a natural phenomenon during the entry flight and has a great impact on the precision of the entry guidance algorithm. Therefore, the trajectory damping control scheme proposed in [13] , [15] is applied. The glide bank angle command, σ 2 , and lift coefficient, Cl (α 2 ), can be formulated as
where, σ 1 is the bank angle command provided by previous calculation, K γ is the negative feedback gain, which can be determined through some simulation attempts, superscript '' * '' denotes the lift and drag coefficients determined by the AOA command, γ m is the steady flight-path angle, which is expressed as
where, C TOP are functions of flight state and given in [15] . Then, Newton Method using the AOA in last guidance cycle as initial input is used to calculate the glide AOA command. Simulation results show that it has fast convergence rate.
C. TERMINAL ADJUSTMENT PHASE
After the last bank reversal, Proportion Navigation (PN) guidance and polynomial guidance are applied in different planes to guide the vehicle to the TAEM interface with all terminal constraints satisfied.
In the lateral plane, the lateral acceleration command is determined by PN guidance [29] , which ensures final position and zero lateral acceleration.
where, N pc is navigation ratio, κ is the LOS angle.
In the longitudinal plane, the longitudinal guidance command is ultimately determined by polynomial guidance ( [30] - [32] ) which meets final requirement on altitude and flight path angle.
where, s f , h f and γ f are the desired range-to-go, altitude and FPA at the TAEM interface, s 0 , h 0 , γ 0 are the current values. 
IV. GUIDANCE STRATEGY WITH NO-FLY ZONE
In this section, a guidance strategy with no-fly zone avoidance is proposed, which is developed based on the linear pseudospectral model predictive entry guidance in Section III. And additional bank reversal is considered to perform a large lateral maneuvering to shape the ground track so as to avoid the NFZ. Meanwhile, the vehicle needs to glide toward the TAEM interface with all constraints satisfied.
A. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE NFZ IN AGI
Consider the mathematical model of NFZ defined previously, whether the NFZs are avoided and how the trajectory will intersect with the NFZs can be easily judged according to the predicted trajectory. Then, explicit guidance commands can be provided for the vehicle to bypass the NFZs and glide to the destination. Note that the predicted trajectory is in AGI frame, and the NFZ locates on the surface of earth. The NFZ in AGI will move according to the flight time due to the selfrotation of the earth. Therefore, it is very important to derive a mathematical mapping between the predicted trajectory and the NFZ. A simple method is proposed to estimate the position of the NFZ as follow.
The motion of the NFZ in AGI and the relation between the NFZ and the predicted trajectory are characterized in Fig. 2 . The AGI frame (φ pre , θ pre ) and the NED frame (φ, θ) are depicted respectively with blue lines and black lines. Because the NFZ is located in NED, it will rotate along the north of the earth in AGI. Therefore, the location of the NFZ is modified by transferring coordinates of the center into the AGI. Then the distance from the vehicle on the predicted trajectory to the center of the NFZ under different absolute energy can be obtained based on Spherical Triangle formula. Assuming that entry flight time and trajectory have been predicted according to current conditions, the center of the NFZ for different absolute energy can be formulated in AGI.
Then, the distance S and the line-of-sight angle A between the current position (θ, φ) of the vehicle and the center of the NFZ under different absolute energy are denoted as
Then, the center of the NFZ in AGI can be obtained according to the Spherical Triangle formula as
Therefore, according to the Spherical Triangle formula, the distance from the vehicle on the predicted trajectory to the center of the NFZ under different absolute energy can be formulated as
By comparing the minimum distance under all energy with the radius of the NFZ, whether the predicted trajectory will enter into the NFZ can be judged. If the minimum distance is less than the radius of the NFZ, the predicted trajectory is considered to intersect the NFZ. Otherwise, the vehicle on the predicted trajectory will not enter the NFZ.
B. THE GUIDANCE LOGIC FOR NFZ AVOIDANCE
If the predicted trajectory enters into the NFZ, the vehicle needs to judge whether to maneuver immediately according to current conditions. Considering that the bank reversal can bring a large lateral maneuver, it is selected to be the form of the maneuvering. Then the job for the guidance strategy is to judge whether the bank reversal should be performed at present. In this subsection, a guidance logic scheme is proposed to avoid the NFZ. First, it is assumed that there is only one NFZ and the current predicted trajectory will enter the NFZ. If the added bank reversal is performed currently, a new predicted trajectory can be planned via MPLPMPC. Then the guidance system can judge whether the new trajectory will enter the NFZ. Once the new predicted trajectory will not enter the NFZ, the added bank reversal can be performed and the NFZ will be successfully bypassed.
Then, considering that there are two NFZs and the current predicted trajectory will enter NFZ1 first, there will be three cases if the added bank reversal is performed at present. If the new predicted trajectory will not enter either NFZ, it is a no-encounter case; if the new predicted trajectory will still enter NFZ1, it is an absolute-encounter case; if the new predicted trajectory will avoid NFZ1 but encounter NFZ2, it is a cross-encounter case. Fig. 3 demonstrates the guidance logic for two NFZs avoidance. The period of the guidance cycle is 30 seconds, that is, the vehicle judges whether to perform the bank reversal every 30 seconds.
Step 1: judgment on whether the vehicle will face a NFZ threat according to the predicted trajectory: if the vehicle will face a NFZ threat, go to next step; if not, go to next guidance cycle.
Step 2: judgment on whether the form of the threat is a cross-counter: if it is, go to step 5; if not, go to step 3. When entering this step at the first time, just go to step 3.
Step 3: perform numerical integral to predict a new trajectory where the bank reversal is performed currently. Then, go to step 4.
Step 4: judgment on the form of the threat: if it is a no-encounter, go to step 7; if it is a cross-encounter or an absolute-encounter, go to step 2.
Step 5: perform numerical integral to predict a new trajectory where the bank reversal is performed currently. Then, go to step 6.
Step 6: judgment on whether to implement the bank reversal command. s 1 is the distance from the predicted trajectory to the center of the NFZ, and s 2 is the distance from the new predicted trajectory with a current bank reversal to the center of the NFZ. If min (s 1 ) < min (s 2 ), go to step 7.
Step 7: implement the bank reversal command. With this guidance strategy, the two NFZs will both be avoided. Then, MPLPMC can steer the vehicle to glide to the TAEM interface with two bank reversals. Actually, this strategy can be applied the case with more NFZs, the vehicle will perform the bank reversal if the predicted trajectory with bank reversal does not encounter the NFZ or the time to encounter the NFZ is more than that for the predicted trajectory with no current bank reversal.
C. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENTRY GUIDANCE
In this paper, the entry guidance with NFZ avoidance is developed on the multi-segment linear pseudospectral model predictive control and additional bank reversal is performed to bypass the NFZs. When to perform the avoidance bank reversal is decided by a novel guidance logic scheme. Once this bank reversal is performed, the NFZs will be avoided. Then the multi-segment linear pseudospectral model predictive control is used to improve the next bank reversal and longitudinal L/D commands. After the second bank reversal, there are only two segments and the same method is used to improve the last bank reversal and longitudinal L/D commands. Once the last bank reversal happens, the vehicle comes into the terminal adjustment phase, where the PN guidance and Polynomial guidance are applied to steer the vehicle to the TAEM interface with all terminal constraints satisfied.
The procedure for implementing is summarized in detail as (1) Initialization: set initial parameters and a suitable initial guess according to off-line trajectory analysis.
(2) Descent phase: drop with the allowable maximum AOA and zero bank angle commands until the stop criterion is triggered.
(3) Judgment on whether to perform the avoidance bank reversal in glide phase. The guidance logic for NFZ avoidance is used here. Once the bank reversal is performed, go to next step.
(4) Judgment on whether to perform bank reversal, if the current energy is larger than the energy at bank reversal point, go to step 5; if not, judge on whether it is the last bank reversal: if not, perform the bank reversal, reconstruct the nonlinear control problem, and go to step 5; if it is, perform bank reversal and go to step 10.
(5) Predictive integration using current control parameters and bank reversal points: calculate the terminal deviations and store the trajectory data. Then go to step 6.
(6) Judgment on if terminal tolerances are satisfied. If they are, go to next step, if not, go to step 9.
(7) Path constraints: judge on the saturation of bank angle commands. If it exceeds the maximum allowable one, set the bank angle command to be the maximum, then go to step 8.
(8) Commands modification: using the trajectory oscillation suppression scheme to transfer the control command to explicit glide AOA and bank angle commands. Then, apply them to the real plant and update the control parameters. Return step 4 and enter the next guidance cycle. (10) Terminal adjustment phase: use the improved PN guidance and Polynomial guidance to provide control commands to steer the vehicle glide toward the TAEM interface safely and accurately.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the guidance simulations are performed to verify the performance of the guidance logic in several different NFZ cases. The dispersions of environment such as atmospheric uncertainties and aerodynamic interference are considered. The initial and terminal conditions of the entry vehicle are the same for all cases, which are presented in Table 1 . All programs are implemented on a personal computer with 3.3G hz processor and 2008b MATLAB. 
A. ONE NFZ CASES WITH DIFFERENT DISCOVERY MOMENTS
In this subsection, the NFZ (only one) is considered to be detected at different moments. And entry guidance simulations are performed for every case. Note that lateral maneuvering with 10 deg (about 1113 km) is considered. The range of the NFZ is depicted in Table 2 , as the radius of the NFZ equals to 1670 km. Four cases with different discovery moments are presented in Table 3 , and the interval between each discovery moment is 100 sec. The 3-D entry trajectories in all cases are presented in Fig. 5 . If the avoidance maneuvering is not performed, the vehicle will apparently fly into the NFZ. And the NFZ is avoided in all four maneuvering cases. Furthermore, the earlier the NFZ is detected, the farther the vehicle will keep from the NFZ. Fig. 6 depicts the ground tracks, in which the avoidance maneuvering performing at different time can be demonstrated vividly. Fig. 7 presents the altitude histories in all cases. Once the avoidance maneuvering is performed, the vehicle will glide at a lower height. Therefore, the vehicle will fly with a larger dynamic pressure, which leads to greater deceleration effect and less flight time.
The AOA histories are presented in Fig. 8 . The AOA oscillates at bank reversal points, but the amplitude is small. The bank angle histories are given in Fig. 9 . It is convenient to identify the moment when the bank reversals happen. And after the last bank reversal, the magnitude of bank angle will successfully converge to zero at the end. Furthermore, once the NFZ is detected earlier, the avoidance bank reversal and the last bank reversal will happen earlier.
Besides, once the avoidance bank reversal is performed, the flight distance becomes shorter and the velocity will decrease faster. Then the flight time will get shorter, which is consistent with the previous analysis. And when the bank reversal is performed at a high velocity, the oscillation of the FPA will be weaker. The heating rate, dynamic pressure and load factor are all below the limiting values.
The heading error histories are given in Fig. 10 , in which the moments of the three bank reversals are clearly revealed. And the heading errors all converge to zeros at the TAEM interface. The computing times for guidance commands generating are presented in Fig. 11 . At the beginning, a great deal of initialization procedures will run so as to take up much computing time. Then, the computing FIGURE 10. Heading error histories (one NFZ). VOLUME 7, 2019 times are within 0.12 second, and mostly distribute from 0.07 to 0.09 second. The terminal errors are presented in Table 4 . The altitude errors are within 1.5 m. And the velocity errors are slightly large as the maximum equals to 9.353 m/s, because the stop condition is when the vehicle is 60 km away from the destination. Other deviations are small enough to be neglected. 
B. NOMINAL CASES FOR TWO NFZs
In this subsection, the guidance simulations with two NFZs avoidance are conducted. And it is assumed that the NFZs cannot be avoided with a current bank reversal at initial. Table 5 lists the two NFZs in different cases. In order to make the feasible flight path hard to get, the NFZs are set to be quite close to each other and the radii are 1559 km and 1336 km respectively, The AOA histories are presented in Fig. 15 . The oscillation of the AOA will occur at the bank reversal points. And the smaller the velocity at the bank reversal point is, the greater the amplitude of the oscillation will be. Fig. 16 gives the bank angle histories. The bank reversals for avoidance maneuvering can be easily captured. And the bank angles all converge to zero after the last bank reversal.
In each case, the terminal velocity will attain about 2500 m/s. The FPA will have a weak oscillation at the bank reversal points but stabilize soon and converge to zero at the end. Although the dynamic pressure and the load factor have a higher peak than the nominal cases, all constraints are still satisfied.
The heading error histories with respect to energy are presented in Fig. 17 . The energy at bank reversal points can be clearly captured. And the heading errors all converge to zero at the TAEM interface. Fig. 18 gives the statistical computing times for guidance commands generating. The computing times are all within 0.15 s and mostly distribute from 0.07 s to 0.09 s, which is much less than the guidance period. Therefore, this method can be properly applied in online guidance.
C. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF TWO NFZs CASE
In this subsection, Monte Carlo simulations are performed to further verify the performance of the guidance strategy. Dispersions and uncertainties, which include initial state errors, aerodynamics error, atmospheric uncertainties and wind interference, are fully considered. The initial and terminal states are the same as that presented in Table 1 . The range of the two NFZs is given in Table 6 . Because of the large dispersions, greater lateral maneuvering ability is required. Therefore, in order to provide an allowable flight path for all dispersion cases, the radius of the NFZ is small than that in the last subsection but still equals to 1225 km. Table 7 presents the parameters used in the simulations. The ground tracks are presented in Fig. 19 . All ground tracks avoid the NFZs successfully, and most of them keep quite a distance from both NFZs except three tracks. In these three cases, the special dispersions and uncertainties lead to the substantially small L/D for the vehicle. Therefore, two cases do not need to perform additional bank reversal to avoid the NFZs. And the other one performs two additional bank reversals to avoid the NFZs because the model predictive error exists and the vehicle finds its encounter of NFZs until it is close to the first NFZ. The other ground tracks are shown that the guidance logic for NFZ avoidance performs very well. The AOA histories are given in Fig. 20 . The AOA is near 10 deg during most of the glide phase. However, during the terminal adjustment phase, the AOA needs to change apparently to eliminate the dispersions. And slight oscillation of AOA will occur at bank reversal points to reduce the impact caused by the dynamic process of the bank reversal. The bank angle histories are presented in Fig. 21 . The amplitude of bank angle changes between 30 deg and 60 deg to adapt to different dispersed entry environments and will successfully converge to zero.
The path constraints in all cases are satisfied, with heating rate, dynamic pressure and load factor limited in 500 W/cm 2 , 80 kpa and 2 g.
The errors of terminal states are presented in Fig. 22 . The terminal altitudes and bank angles are presented in Fig. 22(a) .The terminal altitude errors are mostly near 1.25 m, and the maximum is no more than 2.5 m. The terminal bank angle errors are mostly concentrated on -0.4 deg, and are all within −1 deg. To avoid the singularity of the terminal instruction computing, the virtual destination is set to be 50 m farther than the TAEM interface, which causes the bias of the two error ranges.
The terminal velocities and heading errors are presented in Fig. 22(b) . The heading errors are within 4E-3 deg, and the velocity deviations are within 50m/s, mostly concentrated on zero. The terminal FPA errors are given in Fig. 22(c) . They are within 0.03 deg and mostly range near −0.015 deg, which is also the consequence of the virtual destination.
The statistical distribution is further demonstrated in TABLE 8. Note that 50% denotes the measured value below which fifty percent of statistical deviations are. The means and variances are all within a small range, which reveals that the entry guidance with NFZ avoidance strategy has superior performance in guidance accuracy and NFZ avoidance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an entry guidance law with the no-fly-zone avoidance is proposed. This method is developed on the basis of the linear pseudospectral model predictive control method, which combines the linearization and pseudospectral method. By transferring the differential dynamics equations to a set of linear algebraic equations, a series of analytical formulas can be derived to eliminate the terminal errors. Therefore, it can be applied in the real time guidance. Additionally, the LPMPC method can be used to deal with the multisegment problems and has a great performance in the entry guidance of the high lift-to-drag ratio vehicle. Then, this paper develops a guidance strategy to avoid the NFZ based on the LPMPC method. The mathematic model of the NFZ is constructed by considering it as a cylinder with an infinite height. The model is transferred from the NED frame to the AGI frame according to the Spherical Triangle formula. And by adding one more bank reversal to perform the avoidance maneuvering, the LPMPC method can be conveniently applied to predict the trajectory and correct the guidance commands.
Nominal simulations for one NFZ cases and two NFZs cases are performed. The NFZs are avoided in all cases with all constraints satisfied. Furthermore, 500 times Monte Carlo simulation is done. The results show that the means and variances of terminal errors are small, and all path constraints are strictly enforced. The computing times for generating commands are mostly less than 0.1 second, which fully meets the guidance requirements. Therefore, the entry guidance law with no-fly zone avoidance using linear pseudospectral model predictive control method has good guidance and avoidance performance. As this method is simplify and easy to perform, it's convenient for online application. + r sin ξ tan χ / (µ + 2rE)
